The Grim Reaper

One morning when the birds were singing, Paul shouted cheerfully
through the house. His father Roland asked him:” Are you sure that
you are staying overnight? With a smile he answered:” Of course I
want to”. His father said:” I will bet you for a kebab, you will be
scared”. His father agreed. Paul and his father drove off at down.
When they arrived, all his friends were already there. They said
goodbye to their parents and set up the camp in the lonely forest. It
was already dark, when Paul and max were collecting wood for the
camp. But suddenly when they arrived at an abandoned house, Max
disappeared. Paul ran off immediately, when he heard an evil laugh.
Arrived at the camp Lucia asked where he was so frightened? Paul
answered excitedly: “Max suddenly disappeared, I ran off when I
heard a bad laugh”. Lisa trembled with fear and said:” It is maybe the
Grim Reaper”. I heard that he lives in a quiet and lonely forest”. They
froze, when they heard a strange they voice said:” finely I found you”.

Immediately they turned around and saw the Grim Reaper. He wore a
black robe with a pointed hood and a white mask, but you can see
clearly his devil red eyes. They ran for their lives through the forest,
while the Grim Reaper followed them. The kids found an abandoned
mine and escape into it but then the entrance collapsed.” And what
now “? Lucia asked. Paul answered:” We have to look for another exit
to get out “. What about Max: “She said desperately? Paul replied:
„We can only hope he is fine. A moment later she turned on her torch.
She got even more scared, because the first thing she saw was a
skeleton. Paul and Lucia started finding an exit. A few minutes later
they saw a strange smoke and ran to it. Then they were in an old
office. They discovered many pictures. Until Lisa found a treasure
map. Paul called:” Maybe we can find an exit with this map”. They
followed thee way on the map and met a bear, while Lucia was
screaming Paul took her hand and they ran fast. After 10 minutes they
could hang the bear. When they arrived at the end of the road, they
found a rare shark coin in a box that had disappeared form the
museum for 80 years. They were very exhausted and feel asleep. The
next morning Paul saw the light of day. The kids found the lights and
an exit. Roland, Max and the unmasked Grim Reaper stood in front of
the exit. The Grim Reaper started to explain the situation: “I´m sorry
that I frightened you but I always try to frighten people, because I
want to work in a quiet and lonely forest. The children excepted the
apology and brought the coin back to the museum.
Paul will never forget this scary and mysterious adventure.

